Cannes: take five!
Anyone for golf?
B&B goes posh!
Major exhibitions
Fashion spectacular
Cool new restos
A heritage of parks and gardens
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Arty, trendy and charitable

• Ladies’ lunch. The first meeting of the new “Jeunes J’écoute” association in Monaco was presided by Baroness Cecile Massy with Safia Al Rashid, Baroness Brandstetter and Louise Levy-Sousan appointed to the “Comité d’Honneur”. The association, which lends a kindly ear to the problems of children and teenagers, is sponsored by jeweller Boucheron.
• Cyrus Pahlavi. From a noble Persian family, this young artist attended the inauguration of his exhibition at the Marlborough Gallery Monaco, where his paintings tell the tragedy of terrorism.
• “Man of a hundred violins”. Still going strong and a familiar figure at Monte-Carlo galas, the famous violinist Louis Fréso, recently celebrated his 90th birthday.
CROWNS AND TIARAS

• Ladies Lunch. 128 ladies enjoy the privilege of belonging to this exclusive Club created by Cécile de Massy of the Grimaldi family. No subscription, but a contribution to an eminent charity on each occasion. The last lunch was held at the Métropole Monaco for the Action Innocence Group provided by Mrs Wertheimer and Louise Levy-Soussan Azagury, with sponsors Bulgari, Charles Jourdan and Isabel Kristenssen.

• Fête du Prince. For his official enthronement, HSH Prince Albert II chose Monaco's National Day, November 19th, known as the "Fête du Prince". And for a historic occasion, he invited royalties of his generation from all over all Europe: Yvonn of Sweden, Haakon of Norway, Joachim of Denmark, Moulay Rachid of Morocco, the Count and Countess of Wessex.

• "Swarovski Fashion Rocks". Icons of fashion and music attended a show in aid of the Prince's Trust charity with a champagne reception and gala dinner in October at the Grimaldi Forum in Monac